
140 professionals conduct ongoing collection and research

We compile, validate, and enrich data from 
200+ official sources. Where there isn’t an 

official central source, we go directly to the bank 
to collect data. 

24-hour data 
continuously

collected

Dynamic Data:
The Key to Accurate Payments

16 languages 
spoken

Without the most up-to-date bank and payments reference information, it can be impossible to ensure that every 
transaction goes through without fail. But keeping up with this information is a challenge. Various regional 
distinctions, evolving payments requirements, and regular bank mergers indicate that yesterday’s data may not 
lead to a successful payment today.

That’s why passively compiled and infrequently updated payments information isn’t good enough—for your 
reputation or your bottom line. Our team of payments specialists update and verify our data every day, ensuring that 
our information is as dynamic as the market itself. When your business depends on payment accuracy, rely on Accuity.

Operations That Never Rest:
Our approach ensures that data is regularly updated and always validated.

200+ official sources 



200+
countries 

100%
coverage
of SWIFT/BICs We collect over 300 data points, ensuring you 

have what you need to avoid payments delays. 
We provide full branch code identifiers and the 
different bank code sets required when there are 
multiple clearing systems in one country.

// Experience the difference dynamic
   data can make on your business. 
    Visit accuity.com/dynamic-data

‘The investment of a Bankers Almanac license is immediately 
saved due to the accuracy of payments. Having used a 

competitive product in the past, I find Bankers Almanac the best 
product on the market, particularly due to accuracy.’

Senior Manager, Operations
First Gulf Bank

Comprehensive Coverage of Payments Information:
Accurate, global information, enriched for more efficient payments.

We have full coverage of local routing codes for 200+ 
countries and territories with 100% coverage of SWIFT/BICs. 

Our optimised SWIFT/BIC pairings help facilitate commercial 
payments and expand on the payment routing options available. 

vs.

We track the age of our data, and present 
the validation date within our solutions.

We constantly monitor issuers for 
clearing code and network changes, 
and do not passively wait for information 
to be pushed to us. 

819,000+
branch locations 

52,000+
financial institutions 

We provide data on 819k+ bank branches from 
52k+ financial institutions, including 450k+ SSIs 
and 958k clearing codes.

We adhere to a strict data 
collection methodology.

We operate a 90-day 
Standard Settlement 

Instructions update cycle.


